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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a study conducted to assess an Augmented
Reality (AR) game called Auragame, developed using an AR plat-
form (Aurasma) without software coding. The game was created to
demonstrate the potential of AR authoring tools in developing us-
able and entertaining applications. Auragame proposes players to
solve a set of enigmas by gathering facts in the form of augmented
reality objects, spread throughout the environment. Additionally,
Auragame requires users to handle physical objects and explore the
real world through a set of tasks and challenges, thus revealing the
possibilities for expanding game design and interaction. By devel-
oping and assessing Auragame, we claim that a game framework
developed for people with little or no programming knowledge can
be used to create fun pervasive applications by using AR features.
We implemented a usability evaluation of the game with 20 users.
Results indicate Auragame was considered entertaining by players
and its game flow was proven to be intuitive.
Keywords: Augmented Reality; Location-based games; Game au-
thoring tool.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, Pervasive Computing and Augmented Re-
ality (AR) have received great attention from both industry and
academia. Pervasive Computing aims at providing services and
content for users in their everyday environment, according to the
user context (e.g., location, access device and user’s activity). Aug-
mented Reality is a computer generated set of graphical infor-
mation displayed over the user’s view of the physical world. A
myriad of games and applications have been developed exploit-
ing these paradigms in numerous areas, ranging from viewing of
3D objects in teaching and guidance to complex location-based
games[1][2][3].

Pervasive games represent a new age for both entertainment and
interaction by extending the gaming experience out to the physical
domain through combining hybrid interfaces, mobile device equip-
ment, wireless networking, positioning systems, and context-aware
technologies [4]. In recent years, pervasive games have achieved
great popularity due to the technological advances of mobile de-
vices. Currently, even low cost smartphones present GPS tracking,
camera and network access, hence being capable of executing AR
and pervasive applications.

Nevertheless, developing pervasive games presents challenging
issues, since programmers have to cope with high turnover, cheat-
ing, heterogeneity of devices and platforms, network costs, and
disconnections [5][6]. Likewise, designing pervasive augmented
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reality games is a difficult task since it may include Image Pro-
cessing and Computer Graphics features. Authors of [7] enumer-
ated a series of guidelines to assist in this process, and numerous
works have been devoted to design or enhance frameworks, SDKs
and authoring tools for building pervasive and augmented reality
applications[8].

Authoring tools are widely used to ease the drawbacks in de-
veloping pervasive and augmented reality games. These systems
focus on the game development with a small number of lines of
code. Over the years, Authoring tools have been used successfully
to develop numerous types of software. For instance, AR appli-
cations [9][10][11], ubiquitous games [12], mixed reality learning
software[13][14], game-based training [15], among others.

Augmented Reality (AR) platforms are widely available on the
Internet. For instance, Aurasma1, Metaio2, Total Immersion3, Ar-
gon4, and Wikitude5, among others, provide tools to develop AR
applications. Most approaches use an ordinary viewer for virtual
objects, triggered by a specified object or event. This genre of soft-
ware is known as AR browsers, and they usually consist of plat-
forms or applications that allow users to bind virtual content (like
images, videos, texts, etc.) to triggers (can be a marker, an ordinary
picture, or even GPS coordinates). Once a user points the camera
to a marker, or moves to a determinate location, the software ren-
ders the assigned virtual object on top of the scene captured by the
camera. It is important to point out that most of these tools do not
demand coding, therefore non-programmers can easily build inter-
active applications using AR technology.

We claim that AR platforms can be used by non-programmers to
build fun and entertaining AR games. Therefore, this work builds
on the following research question:

• Is it possible to successfully develop fully featured, usable,
and amusing pervasive augmented reality games using AR
tools with zero programming?

In order to answer the research question, we have developed and
assessed a pervasive augmented reality game called Auragame. The
game relies on marker based technology, and was designed to re-
quire users to move throughout the environment, searching for nu-
merous augmented reality media. Therefore, Auragame uses only
the camera for image recognition, and no GPS tracking.

Given its simplistic design, Auragame can be implemented in
most AR platforms. However, likewise Figueiredo et al.[16], we
have opted for using Aurasma[17] due to its widespread popularity,
free availability, and for not requiring any programming knowledge.

The Aurasma platform is composed of an online content editor
and an AR browser application available for iOS and Android de-
vices. Although Auragame was developed by a team of Computer
Science researchers, no coding was used since Aurasma only allows

1https://www.aurasma.com
2https://www.metaio.com
3http://www.t-immersion.com
4http://argon.gatech.edu
5http://www.wikitude.com
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authors to graphically bind markers to AR content. Results indicate
Auragame is considered entertaining, immersive, and easy to play.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After this intro-
duction, Section 2 presents the plot of Auragame. In Section 3 we
present the interactions and mechanics featured in this work. Sec-
tion 4 introduces the game development methodology and the field
trials carried on during development. In Section 5, we present the
evaluation conducted to assess Auragame in terms of usability and
entertainment, and discuss their results. Finally, in section 6, we
conclude our paper and present future directions for our research.

2 THE GAME PLOT

The game plot of Auragame is loosely based on Greek Mythology
and Superheroes from comic books. It starts by introducing four
heroes, which were trapped by Cerberus, a three-headed dog that
guards the entrance of the Underworld. The players have to solve
puzzles given by Cerberus to release the heroes. For instance, the
first puzzle is a simplified adaptation of the enigma known as Ein-
stein’s Riddle[18], where players have to figure out the position,
name, age, clothing color, weapon, arch enemy and the power of
each hero, as depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, Cerberus has spread
a collection of Auras throughout the building players are in. An
Aura is a mystical energy carrying facts, and can be attached to ob-
jects, markers, and portraits of the real world. Therefore, players
have to find Auras to compile relevant facts and solve the enigmas.

Figure 1: Figure showing the first puzzle completed.

An introductory video was attached to an initial marker, so play-
ers can be informed of the game plot, as well as how to find facts.
In some cases, Auras provide tips to places and objects contain-
ing other Auras, so users have to navigate through the environment
seeking such assets.

3 THE GAME PLAY

We have built the game play of Auragame on top of the interactions
between markers and AR content. These different types of interac-
tions give rise to a set of mechanics that form the game. Therefore,
in order to understand the game play of Auragame, it is necessary
to comprehend the functionality of each interaction and their corre-
sponding mechanics.

Additionally, the content of an Aura can be composed of a com-
bination of animated 3D objects, images, texts, videos, and sounds.
Thus, compiling relevant facts to solve the enigma demands linking
multiple media content. For instance, an Aura plays sounds of thun-
ders while displays a message indicating a hero, so players have to
deduce the hero has thunder as his power, and use that information
to solve a piece of the puzzle. We expected the combination of such
interactions would increase the immersion of players.

3.1 Interactions

We have taken advantage of Aurasma’s ability to recognize both or-
dinary markers and snapshots of real world scenes to explore multi-
ple types of interactions. In this context, interactions can be under-
stood as the way resources of the real world can be used to trigger
AR content. Therefore, we have defined the following resources for
interaction: (i) Explicit markers, (ii) Implicit markers, (iii) Assem-
bled markers, (iv) Physical objects, and (v) Assembled objects.

Explicit markers are the most traditional and popular assets used
in AR applications. In general, they are colored or black-and-
white artificial images, hence they look unnatural to the environ-
ment as users have no trouble identifying them. In Figure 2 (a), a
user inspects the content of an Explicit marker. We called Implicit
markers, the man-made images found inherent in the environment.
For instance, signboards, advertisement posters, wall paintings, etc.
Since Implicit markers are part of the environment, their use in-
creases immersion by embedding the game into the real scenario.
Figure 2 (b) shows a signboard is used as an Implicit marker.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Pictures of users viewing Auras of Explicit (b) and Im-
plicit (a) markers.

Another important concept introduced by Auragame is the As-
sembled markers. In this case, users have to combine explicit or im-
plicit markers to form another image, thus generating a new marker,
as shown in Figure 3. In the game context, each individual piece of
the initial puzzle has its own Aura, and the correct assembling of the
puzzle builds a new marker, and thus a new Aura. For being flat im-
ages, explicit and implicit markers, as well as Assembled markers,
are precise and easy-to-track by the image recognition algorithm.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Assembled Marker. A user trying to trigger an Aura using
an incomplete (a) and a complete (b) puzzle.

Snapshots of physical artifacts can also be recognized as markers
by the image recognition algorithm. Thus, Auras can be attached
to physical objects, such as, fire-extinguishers, trash cans, furni-
ture, among others. This characteristic gives rise to the interac-
tions called Physical objects and Assembled objects. The former is
achieved by viewing a real world object from a specific angle, while
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the latter requires players to merge multiple physical objects to gen-
erate a new artifact to be tracked, likewise the Assembled markers
approach. For instance, the game recognizes a table and its chair
as an Assembled object only if they are joined together, so users
have to arrange the objects correctly to observe their Aura. Figure
4 (a) presents a fire-extinguisher being used as a marker to trigger
an Aura, while Figure 4 (b) shows a fully mounted computer as an
example of an Assembled object. The assembled computer became
a marker, which triggers a video using AR.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Both physical objects (a) and assembled objects (b) can
be used as markers.

There are some issues when recognizing Physical and Assem-
bled objects, mostly caused because the recognition algorithm re-
quires players to view the scene at a specific position and angle.
To overcome such drawback, we have left messages indicating the
appropriate points for viewing Auras of such artifacts. Moreover,
as ordinary AR applications usually do not employ real objects as
markers, both approaches were introduced in the last phases of the
game, after users have experienced the possibility of interaction
with the real world by viewing implicit markers and assembling
a jigsaw.

The interactions introduced in this work can be adapted to other
applications. We claim that schools, galleries, parks, etc. can host
games similar to Auragame, or implement the interactions for other
purposes.

3.2 Mechanics
The mechanics were designed based on the previously defined in-
teractions, and can be defined as the necessary activities players
must perform in the real world to accomplish an interaction. The
first mechanic developed was called World Exploring, since it re-
quires users to navigate through and explore the environment. The
mechanic is introduced by some Auras attached to explicit markers.
These Auras display pictures of signboards or present messages re-
ferring to specific places in where an Aura containing a relevant
fact to solve the problem is placed. In this kind of activity, we make
use of Implicit markers or Physical Objects interactions to attach
Auras to signboards, immutable physical objects, or wall paintings,
as shown in Figure 5 (a).

The second mechanic introduced by the game was called Jigsaw,
and is achieved from the arrangement of ordinary markers in a par-
ticular way, so the application recognizes the final combined image
as an Assembled markers interaction, thus displaying a new Aura.
Auragame explores this mechanic after a team finishes the enigma,
by selecting some pieces of the answer to form the desired jigsaw,
as illustrated in Figure 6 (b).

Finally, a mechanic called Object Assembling was introduced. It
starts when an Aura presents a picture of a fully built object and a
message mentioning a constructing process. In this case, players

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Users viewing Auras (b) of implicit markers (a).

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Users exploring explicit markers (a) and assembling the
Jigsaw to view its Aura (b).

have to find the dismantled pieces of the gadget, gather them up,
and use the Assembled object interaction to visualize its Aura, as
shown in Figure 7.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Players assembling a computer from its pieces (a) to view
an Aura (b).

4 GAME DEVELOPMENT

Auragame is the result of enhancements on both usability and en-
tertainment, compiled from the feedback given by users and the ob-
servations made by our staff, during field trials. The current version
is composed by 35 Auras, of which 25 are associated with regular
markers, and the rest is attached to wall paintings, physical objects
and jigsaw. Regarding content, there are 20 Auras composed by
simple messages and 15 Auras displaying audiovisual content, such
as videos, sounds, and images.

The game was designed to be played in groups, where the group
that first solves the puzzle is considered to be the winner. Hence,
players of the same group collaborate meanwhile competing against
players of other groups.
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4.1 Scenario selection
Recognizing real world images and physical objects as augmented
reality triggers is a key feature the proposed mechanics are based
upon. Therefore, several tests using Auragame were conducted to
assess its capability to successfully cope with the task. Aurasma’s
mobile application provides a method to evaluate whether an image
or object is suitable to be detected by its image recognition algo-
rithm. The software is very intuitive and easy to use, due to its
focus on non-programmers.

We have opted to establish Auragame in a two floor building
containing classrooms, snack bar, offices, and open areas. Thus,
players have enough space to move around, as well as many physi-
cal objects to interact with. This indicates the game can be adapted
to take place in schools, museums, universities, etc.

4.2 The Game flow
The game is divided into four sequential phases, named (i) Solving
the puzzle, (ii) Assembling the jigsaw, (iii) Building the magic por-
tal and (iv) Finding the final Aura. Each phase can explore one or
more mechanics and interactions, as presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Phases of the game and their interactions.

The game starts by defining the groups and providing them a mo-
bile device running the AR browser, a set of pieces that composes
the puzzle, and a paper, so players can take notes if wanted. Each
group has a single mobile device, so players within a group have to
collaborate and forward synchronously, as shown in Figure 6 (a).
The only explanation given to the users is that Auragame is an AR
game composed by enigmas, the group that solves all enigmas first
is awarded the winner, and a first marker is introduced. The aura
of this marker contains a video detailing the background and moti-
vation behind the game, followed by further instructions on how to
use the mobile device to access Auras.

No additional information is given to the players, and they have
to discover and experience the mechanics according to the demands
of the game. In our trials, the markers were distributed evenly at
each floor of the building, hence users had to move along the envi-
ronment looking for explicit markers.

At first, the game is an augmented reality adaptation of the Ein-
stein’s Riddle, until new mechanics are gradually introduced by the
game itself. For instance, when scanning an explicit marker, a mes-
sage informing the information being sought is hidden in another
place, followed by a picture of a signboard, as shown in Figure 9.
Therefore, players have to explore the environment looking for that
signboard, thus the World Exploring mechanic is introduced.

The introduction video roughly presents the Jigsaw mechanics,
since it does not clearly mention the solved puzzle is also a marker.
However, after scanning markers and real world objects to fully
build the jigsaw, all players naturally pointed the camera to it, ex-
pecting to visualize its Aura. After solving the puzzle, a new phase
starts by requesting players to assemble a real object. In this case,
the Aura attached to the jigsaw indicates a place players have to go,
and shows a picture of a personal computer, mentioning it has to be
built in order to unlock its Aura.

The last phase is introduced by the Aura of the assembled ob-
ject. At this moment, a video shows the portal being opened and a
message informing the group has released the heroes. However, the

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Explicit markers (a) introducing the World Exploring me-
chanics (b).

message also says that, to completely defeat Cerberus, the heroes
need to use the DNA of a magical elixir hidden in that very build-
ing, so the group must find it. This ultimate task is concluded once
users find the drawing of a DNA in one of the many wall paint-
ings of the building 5 (a). Finally, the game finishes by showing
Cerberus locked and congratulating the group.

It is important to highlight that all the phases of Auragame were
implemented using exclusively the features available in Aurasma,
and no coding was required during the entire process.

4.3 Implementation

The Aurasma platform is composed of two main tools, the content
editor (a website that allows users to bind media to markers, manage
channels, and add specific actions), and the mobile application (re-
sponsible for processing images from the camera and rendering the
media content). The platform implements the concept of channels,
which are a collection of markers and their corresponding media
created by a user. Channels are subscribed by multiple users via the
mobile application to access the content created on the website.

After selecting the objects and scenarios to be tracked, pic-
tures of the markers and the media content were submitted to the
Aurasma platform and compiled into a channel, as shown in Fig-
ure 10. This step is implemented via the content editor, where each
trigger, in this case markers and pictures, was connected to a media
content.

Figure 10: Markers and medias are bound using the content editor
of Aurasma.

During implementation, we have noticed the image recognition
algorithm is sensitive to changes in lightning, so a better feedback
on what is being tracked would improve usability under such condi-
tions. During our evaluation, players reported to have minor issues
when detecting two of the markers. However, the application allows
users to turn the flash on, which usually fixes the problem.
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4.4 Field Trials

Pervasive and ubiquitous games represent a rather challenging area
for Human-Computer Interaction researchers and cognitive scien-
tists. The work of [19] discusses the most common challenges
when evaluating Human-Computer Interaction on ubiquitous sys-
tems, while [20] claims evaluation trials are crucial in assessing the
usability, playability and quality of experience aspects of pervasive
game prototypes. Therefore, field trials planned to capture those
factors are becoming common in pervasive games [21][22][23]. In
this context, we have designed Auragame driven by an incremental
process based on field trials, as an effort to reduce challenges during
development and evaluation.

During Auragame development, three major trials were per-
formed. The first trial comprised 20 players, divided equally into
4 groups, the second trial included 2 groups of 4 players, and the
third trial was composed of 2 groups of 3 players. After each trial,
players were invited to provide feedback regarding usability, en-
tertainment, drawbacks and suggestions. These data were used to
enhance the next versions, so forming an incremental development
cycle.

The first prototype did not present all the mechanics and the
game was played in a room with markers stuck on the walls. This
version mainly focused on evaluating the difficulty level of the
enigma, and the Explicit markers and Assembled markers interac-
tions. After this trial, we have identified some markers presented
issues to be correctly tracked, and the jigsaw contained too many
pieces, thus the image recognition failed recognizing the whole jig-
saw as correct. To overcome such problems, the inaccurate markers
were replaced, and the jigsaw was simplified to require key parts of
the complete answer.

In the second trial, the World Exploring and Object Assembling
mechanics were added. In general, players were excited about these
mechanics, and reported they expected more of them in the game.
However, users suggested the messages requesting them to explore
the environment should be more precise as they have had trouble
understanding where to go or what to search for. Furthermore, play-
ers reported difficulty finding the correct position and angle to view
Auras in physical objects. As a result of this trial, Auras indicat-
ing World Exploring mechanics were revamped to deliver clearer
messages, present pictures of places or objects, and indicate the ob-
servation point for viewing physical objects.

The last trial was conducted with all the mechanics and improve-
ments from earlier tests. In this release, sounds and videos were
added to some Auras to increase immersion. After this trial, play-
ers reported the messages and objectives of the game were clear, the
game flow was easy to follow, and they had no problem understand-
ing the tasks. Also, they have stated that video and sounds drawn
their attention and asked for more audiovisual facts.

The field trials proved to be vital to the success of Auragame
development, since they led the design of new features and provided
the necessary feedback to enhance intuitiveness.

5 EVALUATION

A key contribution of this work is to demonstrate that usable and
entertaining AR games can be developed using AR tools with
zero programing. Therefore, after the field trials, an evaluation of
Auragame was implemented aiming at measuring its usability and
playability.

5.1 Participants

In total, 20 participants (17 male, 3 female), aging between 18 and
33, assessed Auragame. The group was composed of undergraduate
students of a game development course, and postgraduate students
of Computer Science, all selected by convenience.

5.2 Materials
All tests were conducted during the day, at about the same hour of
the day, so as to avoid illumination issues. Each group received a
configured device, running the AR application. In the tests, we used
two Samsung Galaxy S4 mini and a Motorola Moto G. All devices
presented similar performance during the activities.

5.3 Instruments
After finishing the game, players answered a questionnaire com-
posed of 15 questions in the Likert scale and 2 open questions, in
which they could leave their positive and negative impressions. The
inquiries are based on the work of Savi et al. [24], and below we
show a sample of 6 questions extracted from the questionnaire.

• Q1 - The game flow (its content, variation and tasks) kept my
focus.

• Q3 - I stayed focused on the game and did not notice the time
was passing.

• Q7 - I had fun with other people while playing the game.

• Q9 - The game is challenging, and its tasks are not too easy
nor too difficult to perform.

• Q10 - The game evolves properly, presenting new challenges
and varied tasks.

• Q13 - I will recommend this game to a friend.

• Q15 - The game is very different from any other I have played
before.

5.4 Procedures
All groups were told they would have to discover and solve some
enigmas, and that no further information would be provided. Each
group was followed by an experimenter, who observed the players
without interrupting their activities. The experimenter would only
interfere to solve technical issues. For instance, to fix a problem
with the mobile device.

5.5 Results
For the analysis, we have combined the five Likert responses (i.e.,
strongly agree, agree, neither agree or disagree, disagree, and
strongly disagree) into three categories: agree, neither agree or dis-
agree, and disagree.

During the tests, we have observed the usability provided by the
game met our expectations, since 95% of users claimed to have
never played a game like Auragame before (question Q15). Nev-
ertheless, all teams have successfully managed to understand each
phase, play all the mechanics, and finish the game with no further
instructions. Therefore, the main goal of the evaluation was to en-
sure the game usability is satisfactory, and assess its entertainment.

Results showed all users agreed the game flow retained their at-
tention (question Q1), and 90% of the subjects claimed to stay fo-
cused on the game and did not notice the time was passing (question
Q3). These numbers reflect the series of incremental changes that
were made according to the feedback gathered from early tests dur-
ing the development phase.

Regarding the challenges presented by the game, roughly 80%
of users stated that the tasks proposed were not too easy nor too
difficult to perform (question Q9) and that the game evolves prop-
erly (question Q10). Moreover, some users suggested the game
should have more tasks using World Exploring and Object Assem-
bling mechanics, as they were considered more challenging and en-
tertaining.

Results also indicate the game entertained most players, as all
users claimed to have had fun while playing (question Q7), and 85%
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Figure 11: Results of entertaining questions.

informed they would recommend the game to a friend (question
Q13), as shown in Figure 11. However, some key aspects revealed
the need for improvements. For instance, Figure 12 shows that 35%
stated the game immersion was not good enough, while 25% did not
agree the tasks of the game presented an appropriate difficulty level.

Figure 12: Analysis of immersion and level of difficulty.

In the open questions, players provided feedback to overcome
the main drawbacks of Auragame. A third of users suggested to
add a countdown to the game, claiming it would make the phases
more exciting. Approximately half of evaluators recommended to
increase the amount of audiovisual media in favor of reducing sim-
ple messages. In their opinion, the game videos and sounds should
be present in most Auras, as they enrich immersion.

Since we expect to use this kind of game in school contests
and gymkhanas, the survey presented questions to confirm whether
players felt the game stimulated them to collaborate as a team and
to compete against other groups. In this test, 95% of users agreed
the game provides both collaboration and competition, as depicted
in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Auragame presents both collaboration and competition
characteristics.

5.6 Limitations
Some players reported to have issues when viewing the Aura of
physical objects, even when positioned at the correct viewing loca-
tion. This happens because Aurasma’s image recognition algorithm
is sensitive to changes in illumination, especially in open environ-
ments. Therefore, further detailed data regarding the parts of a pic-
ture being tracked could improve image detection. Unfortunately,
the focus of Aurasma on end users has driven the platform to hin-
der such level of configuration. Hence, this issue can prevent games
from being played in some environments.

In one case, a mobile device presented issues loading the Auras
after a software crash. When this situation occurs, the application
requires Internet connection to download the game assets. The ex-
perimenter following the group replaced the device and the game
continued.

A great limitation of Auragame is its dependency on orchestra-
tion. Benford et al. defines orchestration as techniques, human sup-
port (e.g., actors), and infrastructure used by developers to manage
live game action behind the scenes [25]. According to the classi-
fication of pervasive games into generations proposed by Kasapkis
and Gavalas [26], Auragame can be designated a second generation
game for its use of recent technology and smartphones, although it
presents first generation traits, namely heavy orchestration.

The great weakness originated by this heavy orchestration is
the dependency of Auragame on the facility it was designed to be
played in, and the demand of efforts to setup the game. For in-
stance, developers have to place all explicit markers and arrange
real world objects to be used in the game, thus to play Auragame
at a different location implies repositioning all explicit markers and
reconfiguring all real world objects in the platform.

For being students of Computer Science and Game Develop-
ment, all users have advanced knowledge of games and comput-
ing, therefore they provided detailed evaluations of game features,
interaction and flaws. This characteristic of the group impacted
on the questionnaire, as the open questions provided better feed-
back. Consequently, new tests comprising participants from target
populations (e.g., school students and museum users) must be con-
ducted.

Although Auragame was developed by a team of Computer Sci-
ence researchers, no coding was used since Aurasma only allows
authors to graphically bind markers to AR content. Therefore, a fu-
ture study must be conducted to assess whether games produced by
users with no programming background using authoring platforms,
such as Aurasma, can also deliver games with good usability and
entertainment.

Another limitation of Auragame originates from the Aurasma
platform, that was designed not to build AR games, but to work as
an AR browser with customizable content. Therefore, the platform
lacks game design and managing features, as well as game ruling
and image recognition configurations. Such features can be pro-
vided in a similar platform to substantially broaden game authoring
capabilities and improve marker detection without demanding pro-
graming skills.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, Auragame was introduced and assessed to prove the
potential of currently available AR tools for developing AR games
with no software coding. The game was built through an incre-
mental process based on field trials. We have presented concepts of
mechanics and interactions for AR applications used in the game,
as well as validated them through a study case experiment.

Tests were conducted to assess the entertainment and usability
of Auragame, and the results indicate an affirmative answer to the
proposed research question. Most users evaluated the game as en-
tertaining, agreed to have fun while playing, and claimed to rec-
ommend the game to a friend. The usability of the game presented
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good performance, and despite most users claimed to have never
played a game such as Auragame before, all groups have managed
to complete the enigmas successfully.

Additionally, we state that this type of application can be suc-
cessfully used in scholarly activities, like contests and gymkhanas.
Auragame can be played in groups, and the analysis of data gath-
ered from the case study shows the game presents an appropriate
difficulty level, providing both collaboration within members of a
team and competition against players of other teams. In the future,
we expect to exploit these mechanics and interactions in varying
environments and applications (e.g., schools, museums and parks).
We plan to evaluate whether Auragame can be used as a template
for non-programmers to build other games.

Additionally, the evaluation of the Auragame proves that a fun
and usable AR game can be successfully built without coding by
using only specific authoring tools. We believe this research lays
the groundwork for the development of more advanced game au-
thoring tools for users with non-programming background.

The greater flaws reported by users such as the lack of time man-
agement, image recognition issues, and further insertion of mechan-
ics like World Exploring and Object Assembling, can all be solved
by developing and using an authoring tool designed specifically for
this type of game. We expect such tool can also provide a means to
reduce or even eliminate the need for orchestration.

Finally, we believe AR is going to become even more popular
due to the popularization of new devices and improvements in AR
tools and SDKs. Auragame illustrates the capability of current tech-
nology, thus opening possibilities to apply the features presented in
this work to many areas.
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